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Messaging through change and challenge is often pushed to the side.

But the right message is more important than ever as a window into your school 
when prospective families can’t experience it for themselves—yet. 



The spring was not the time to question our values, mission 

statements, and instructional practices. We did our best. But now 

we need clarity. Do our values align with what is necessary now? 

Does our mission statement lead us to correct, decisive action? 

What instructional practices have to change for us to prepare 

students for the future?

Pandemics, like survival situations, reveal; they uncover who we are, 

how our institutions work. We are exposed right now, and that 

presents a great opportunity.

NAIS Blog Post (July 2020)

Beyond Survival: Reimagining Why Independent Schools Exist

by Brent Kaneft and Nolan R. LaVoie



Knowing what to do starts with 

knowing who you are.



Questions for consideration

What have we learned from the past 18 months that will remain 

relevant for all the years ahead?

Which messaging strategies can we carry forward on the path 

past COVID-19 to our “next normal?” 

And how can we use what we know to be better prepared for 

any future disruptions?



Positioning metaphor



This is your market.



This little box 

represents your 

school...



…among all the other 

options out there.



On the inside, 

magical things 

are taking place. 



But if you don’t 

reveal that magic, 

you’re just another 

option on the list.  



If you flip 

the inside out, 

however…



Then you begin 

to stand out in 

the market.



And your 

audiences can 

discern right away 

if they are a values 

match. 



In the absence 

of differentiation, 

you put prospects 

in the position of 

weighing whats

instead of whys.  



Fundamental concepts



Fundamental concepts

1. Know who you are.

2. Own who you are. 

3. Spread the word. 



Fundamental concepts



Fundamental concepts

BRANDING

POSITIONING

MARKETING



Fundamental concepts

KNOW WHO YOU ARE

OWN WHO YOU ARE

SPREAD THE WORD



1. Know who you are.

Know your unchanging truths.

Good communications start with clarity about 

who you really are, what you really do, and the 

mission and values that drive you to do it. 



2. Own who you are.

Build your brand around those unchanging truths. 

Mission and values serve as a foundation for your 

messaging that you can build on even as trends, 

markets, and contexts shift and change. 



3. Spread the word. 

Lean into these enduring values and mission, 

even—and especially—in rapidly evolving moments. 

Show your community how you will deploy your 

existing strengths and defining values to solve 

new problems and rise to unexpected challenges. 



Essential questions



Essential questions

1. Does your messaging 

tell your changeless story?

2. Does your messaging 

meet this changing moment?



1. Does your messaging tell your changeless story?

• Is your messaging conveying a real, true grasp

of your curriculum, your pedagogy, and your culture? 

• Does it offer an authentic sense of how your school looks, 

sounds, and most of all, makes children feel? 

• And is it grounded in the mission and values that undergird 

everything you do, and which will never change—

even in rapidly shifting situations?



2. Does your messaging meet this changing moment?

• Does your messaging highlight the strengths and values 

that differentiate and elevate your school?

• And does it explicitly help both current and prospective 

families understand how you will use these strengths 

and values to solve new problems and rise to unexpected 

challenges?



Micro-case studies







Yes & yes? 

Repeat.

Augusta University

Augusta, Georgia



Augusta University

The result of a series of mergers, Augusta University is a 

wide-ranging, comprehensive research university with hundreds 

of programs across ten colleges, and a number of distinctive 

and differentiating features.



Augusta University’s differentiating features

• home to Georgia’s only public medical school

• site of the Dental College of Georgia, a well-established 

College of Nursing, and a prestigious college of Allied Health

• officially designated by the Georgia Board of Regents 

as the state’s center of health sciences

However, Augusta University hasn’t always branded with 

that designation nor with those differentiators front and center. 



Augusta University

The university’s brand needed to 

• acknowledge the strength of AU’s healthcare programming

• avoid diminishing the importance of other types of programs 

• lean into the common commitment to wellness (broadly 

defined) and to extending and enriching human life.













Augusta University

As a health sciences hub, Augusta University was inherently 

well-positioned to address the disruptions of the pandemic. 

An authentic, differentiating branding program already 

highlighted these strengths, allowing AU to confidently lean 

into and amplify these messages.









Augusta University

In most cases, your institution’s mission won’t slot up as 

effortlessly with the parameters of an unexpected crisis.

However, a messaging platform built on your authentic story 

and enduring values will provide a stable foundation for crisis 

communications in any situation.





Yes & no?

Redefine.

Campus School of Smith College

Northampton, Massachusetts



Campus School

In 2018, we partnered with The Campus School of Smith College 

to reconfigure their messaging platform and tell their authentic 

story—as a tightly knit school community enveloped in the 

campus and resources of one of the country’s most prestigious 

liberal arts colleges. 



Campus School

The school’s branding worked hard to explain the significance 

and benefits of its location, leveraging a tagline that specifically 

references the physical place.















Campus School

When the pandemic required Campus School to actually close 

its campus, it was important for the school’s communications 

to explicitly address this change.

Together, we developed messaging to help current 

and prospective families embrace a more expansive

—and no less true—definition of campus.



Campus School

CSSC’s existing messaging was deeply and resonantly true: 

This school fosters engaged learning through supportive 

community, whether students meet in a cozy classroom or 

a group zoom. And this school remains a small, safe haven 

with ties to a world of huge ideas—whether students come 

to the Smith College campus physically or the resources of 

the college come to them virtually.





Campus School

Because the school’s underlying values and mission shone 

through its existing messaging concepts, meeting the moment 

required only targeted fine-tuning—not wholesale 

reconfiguration—even in a moment of profound upheaval.





Yes & not quite? 

Reframe.

University Lake School

Hartland, Wisconsin



University Lake School

For University Lake School, 2020 was a particularly eventful year, 

which included the completion of a new branding program.

To make things yet more complicated, the new messaging 

projected a particularly strong sense of place and campus 

identity—just as teaching and learning at ULS were reconfigured 

and relocated. 









University Lake School

Fortunately, this branding work is grounded in something 

deeper than simple geography or physical plant. 

Because the work was rooted in deep ideas about learning 

and community (instead of simply campus features), 

the messaging held.



University Lake School

You are here

• an extraordinary place on a beautiful campus

• a learning environment that is inclusive, immersive, 

and supportive 

• a building or classroom that incubates community

• a group of people committed to being present with one 

another through a fraught and frightening experience













University Lake School

Even before the upheaval of 2020, ULS was well on the way 

to building its messaging on its timeless, unshakeable truths.

Accordingly, the language that rang true about ULS in 2019 

continued to resonate in 2020, with minimal updating. 





Not quite & not yet? 

Reprioritize.

The Branch School

Houston, Texas



The Branch School

The Branch School of Houston is one of the warmest 

and most compassionate learning environments 

that we’ve had the pleasure of entering. 



The Branch School

However, when our partnership began, the school’s branding 

didn’t convey this distinctive warmth or build on remarkable 

philosophies of kindness, compassion, and the unlimited 

potential of all children. 

Branch unknowingly entered the process of a major rebrand 

with a tumultuous year on the horizon. But through moments of 

global disruption and internal discussion, the school determined 

to press on with the work.



The Branch School

Branch came into its messaging work to support ordinary 

recruitment and retention efforts—which only became more 

important as economic uncertainty deepened in 2020.

And in a chaotic and stressful time, the Houston market needed 

to know—now more than ever—about Branch’s distinctive 

commitments to a serene learning environment and a 

supportive school community.























The Branch School

By clearly articulating bedrock values and missions—things that 

are true of Branch no matter what unfolds around the school—

Branch better prepared itself to explain how these values and 

missions could be deployed in response to a host of rapidly 

changing conditions.







No & no? 

Rebrand.

Linden Waldorf School

Nashville, Tennessee



Linden Waldorf School

Linden Waldorf offers an exceptionally intricate and intentional 

program arc—which has also meant exceptional messaging 

challenges. 

Two years ago, some prospective Nashville families knew nothing 

about the school; very few knew enough to fully grasp its 

approach.

Most had learned just enough to become overwhelmed by its 

complexity, which sometimes read as disorder to outside audiences.



Linden Waldorf School

It’s crucial to solve this type of perception problem for all schools 

and in all times. 

But given the intense anxieties of the last year, it was even 

more important that Linden Waldorf’s messaging and visuals

answer all questions about mission and quality clearly—

instead of inadvertently raising even more of them.





















Linden Waldorf School

Our first charge was to build a messaging platform and branding 

program on Linden’s unchanging mission and values.

From there, the school was well-positioned to address the many 

changes 2020 had in store. Linden Waldorf showed how long-

established priorities and principles—like their embrace of the 

unexpected and dedication to outdoor learning—would guide 

all responses to evolving situations. 













Experience must match expectation.















Closing thoughts



Messaging beyond this moment

1. Build a brand that tells the unchanging truth 

about who you really are, what you really do, 

and the missions and values that drive you to do it. 

This is a messaging foundation you can build on

even as trends, markets, and contexts shift and change.



Messaging beyond this moment

2. Lean into these enduring values and mission, 

even—and especially—in rapidly evolving moments. 

Show your community how you will deploy your 

distinctive strengths and defining values to solve 

new problems and rise to unexpected challenges. 

This builds trust in your adaptations and lets your 

families take comfort in knowing what will never 

change, no matter what.



Messaging beyond this moment

3. Remember that good messaging is worth the work, 

even in moments of disruption or distress.

Investing time and effort in an effective, authentic messaging 

platform—even when time and resources are taxed—helps to 

sustain your ordinary efforts (recruiting, retention, 

advancement) and equips you to respond to extraordinary 

moments (pandemics, disasters, tragedies) clearly and 

reassuringly. 



Knowing what to do starts with 

knowing who you are.



Shelly Peters, principal

shelly@unfoldingyourstory.com

@shellywpeters



Take-home exercise

Translating whats into whys



Whats vs. whys

The most effective and resilient messaging is built around 

your whys instead of your whats.

Whys are the core, shared values that define an organization 

and drive all offerings, methods, and decisions.



Whats vs. whys

What

a state-of-the-art maker space

Why

students learn problem-solving best through prototyping



Whats vs. whys

What

a new sports complex

Why

young people learn poise through competition



Whats vs. whys: A simple framework

We have _________________ BECAUSE ____________________________.(what) (why)



Naming your whats

Using pink Post-its, 

each person notes 

one essential element of the 

[school/program] experience 

per Post-it.



Sharing your insights

Compare your Post-its with your team members.

• Note elements that are consistent across the team.

• Determine if elements with little or no duplication 

are, in fact, essential elements.

• Set aside elements that you determine to be nonessential.



Developing a framework

Organize your Post-its 

on a wall or large table.



Optional framework

PEOPLE

PROGRAM

PLACE

PARKING LOT



Translating whats to whys

On green Post-its, answer the following question for each 

of the pink Post-its:

[Element] is essential to the [school/program] experience 

because ____________.



Identifying your assets

Write Assets on the left and 

Opportunities on the right.



Identifying your assets

Place the Post-its in the 

Assets column that you 

consider particular strengths 

of your school/program.



Identifying your opportunities

If you cannot articulate a 

“why” for an Asset, move 

it to Opportunities.



Surfacing your throughlines

What do you notice about the relationship between 

your pink and green Post-its?

Do clear intersections emerge?

What common threads surface?


